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7” AHD QUAD SPLIT MONITOR
27-TM70HD
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7 inch AHD monitor 16:9
Wide view angle(CR>10) (up/ down): 50/70 (left/right): 70/70
High Brightness (cd/m2) 400
Contrast Ratio 500:1
Resolution 1024*3 (RGB) *600
Color system PAL/NTSC
With soon respond (ms) (at 25°C) 20
Power requirement 12/24V DC
Power consumption ≤7.5W
Operating temperature -20°C to +70°C
Storage temperature -30°C to +80°C
Dimension 182(L)*124(W)*39(D)mm

The 7” color AHD monitor is designed for automotive vehicle 
rearview system.

1. CAM SELECT/POWER
This button is combined with CAM select and power on / off function.
Press lightly to trigger camera view. The single view trigger order is
CAM1 > CAM2 > CAM3 > CAM4 > CAM1. The two-split view trigger order
is CAM1| CAM2->CAM2| CAM3->CAM3| CAM4->CAM1| CAM4->CAM1|
CAM2. Long press this button to shut down.

 

 

 

2. MODE
Split mode switching is quad>split>single>quad. You can connect four
cameras under quad mode.

3. MENU
Press menu button enter the main interface. There is contrast control,
brightness, colour, volume, mirror and exit function in menu interface.
CONTRAST CONTROL: Adjust the contrast control for the desired
overall best picture. Press the “MENU” for the contrast on screen display
and press “ + ” or “ - ” to increase or decrease the picture contrast.
BRIGHTNESS CONTROL: Adjust the bright control for the best overall
picture or brightness. Press the “ MENU ” for the brightness on screen
display and then press “ + ” or “ - ” to increase or decrease the picture
contrast.
COLOUR CONTROL: Adjust the colour for the overall best display.
Press the “MENU” for colour on screen display and then press “ + ” or “ - ”
to increase or decrease the colour.
VOLUME CONTROL: Adjust the volume control for the entire sound
level. Press the “ MENU ” for the volume on screen display and then
press“ + ” or “ - ” to increase or decrease.
MIRROR CONTROL: Press the button to set up the monitor image
reverse. When the switch is in MIR position, the picture will be reversed.
When the switch is NOR position, the picture will be normally displayed.

4. DAY/NIGHT SENSOR
The brightness of the monitor will be adjusted automatically with CDS
(light sensor) based on user’s pre-setting brightness level according to
the circumstances.


